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Determination of loading and displacements of the backfilled retaining wall due 
to soil-structure interaction

Détermination de charge et de déplacement du mur de soutènement en considérant l’interaction 
du système sol-construction

B. Rymsza - Warsaw University of Technology, Civil Engineering Department, Poland

ABSTRACT: When analysis o f serviceability state design is required, the real force-balanced loading and appropriate wall displacements should 

be anticipated due to soil-structure interaction. Computational algorithm for backfilled retaining walls was elaborated assuming earth pressure 

at rest as the initial and comparative state o f loading Paying attention to some indistinctnesses concerning the coefficient K0 and pressure-at- 
rest distribution, the case o f compaction-induced earth pressure based on the hysteretic stress model o f soil (HSM) is considered in detail.

RÉSUME: Pour déterminer des charges équilibrées statiques et des déplacements correspondants, il faut prendre en considération d’interaction 

du système sol-construction L'algorithme de calcul présenté dans ce rapport a été élaboré pour les murs de soutènement d’un remblai en 

acceptant la poussée de terre au repos comme l’état comparatif En considération des divergences concernantes le coefficient K„ et la distribution 

de la poussée au repos, on analyse la pression excitée pendant le compactage du remblai en suivant le modèle de pression-hystéretique de sol

1 INTRODUCTION 2 GENERAL ANALYSIS OF EARTH PRESSURE AT REST

All solutions based on classic Coulomb’s or Rankine’s theory, and 

Ihe same on the ngjd-plastic soil model, concern only the limit values 
of earth pressure: active (EJ and/or passive (Ep). The forces Ea, Ep 
as well as the wall gravity (G) and the shear resistance at the base of 

footing (Tr) make possible to estimate the safety factor (SF) o f the 

structure (Fig. 1) For example, for proper stability against horizontal 
sliding the condition SF=(Ep+Tf):E,i 1,3+1,5 should be satisfied.

However, the limit forces cannot be used neither for determination 

of stress distributions in foundation level (o„ t)  nor for evaluation of 

the wall-displacement components (s,A,0), where: s(ov.) - settle
ment, A (t) - horizontal yielding, 0(ao v) = a s a.b B - relative rotation 

due to differential settlements. For SF>1 the forces mentioned above 

are unbalanced; hence, the basic static condition: force-equilibrium 

stale is not fulfilled The real earth pressure (E,, En), both action 

E,<EI(p,H)<E(, from the backfill (H) and fill reaction E0<EU (p,h)<Ep 
from the passive side (h), as well as mobilized friction 0<T(a)<T, are 

dependent on the wall displacement state. For estimation o f force- 
balanced loading (E, =Ej +T) and the appropriate wall displacement 
p(s,A,0) the relationships E(p), T(A) according to soil-structure 

interaction have to be considered
Computational algorithm o f this statically indeterminate problem 

related to gravity walls is presented in the paper. Due to soil-struc
ture interaction earth pressure at rest (E„) - acting in case o f a rigid 

and undisplacing wall (p=0) - is assumed as the initial and compa
rative lateral loading. Because of some indistinctnesses concerning 

the coefficient K,, especially for backfilled retaining walls, the pro
blem of determination o f the earth pressure at rest is discussed first

2 .1 Delermi/ialion o f  the coefficient K„

The first direct measurements o f earth pressure at rest were earned 

out by Terzaghi (1934) They were a part of investigations 

concerning the relationship E = F(p) (Fig. 2a, line 1). Earth pressure 

at rest was defined as E0 = E[p=0]. Those experiments were perfor
med in semi-technical scale, for several types of soil, various height 
of a wall and for different degrees of backfill compaction Therefore, 
as well as regarding a nonlinear pressure distribution for more 

compacted backfill (Fig. 2b, line 1), in interpretation of test results 
the comparative coefficient o f earth pressure at rest had to be taken

K„
0,5 y H 2

■ =K„, (1)

According to Terzaghi the coefficient K„ increases with backfill 
density index (ID), being limited as K, < K„ < 1.

At-rest-pressure coefficient is often used to characterise natural 
stress state in soil deposit Its value expresses the ratio of effective 

horizontal stress to vertical one with no lateral strain (eh = 0)

(2)

Fig. 1. Unbalanced static system of limit forces

For normally consolidated soils (NC) the terms K^ O), K0„(2) are 

practically equivalent; the pressure-at-rest coefficient can be 

evaluated by Jâky’s empirical equation

l + ) ?a 0 ?p , e p2 = Y H K 0 |

Fig 2. Earth pressure tests (Terzaghi 1934):
a - variability of earth pressure (1 - real dependence, 2 - rigid-plastic soil 
model), b - model wall and unit pressure distribution (1 - pressure at rest 
measured for p=0, 2 - comparative linear distribution, 3 - active state
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K„ = 1 -sin<t>'HK0NC (3)

For overconsolidated soils (OC) the coefficient K ^  may be 

computed according to Schmidt’s formula

K0oc = ( l  - s in ^ O C R 5*1*' (4)

where: ((>' - the effective angle o f internal friction,
OCR = ovp7a10' - over-consolidation ratio 

For heavy overconsolidated soils (OC), tested in situ one obtains 

K„>1 (Jamiolkowski et al 1985, Hryciw & Thomann, 1993).
The variation K„c < K‘0X < Kp can be explained on a base 

o f Ko(0CR) relationship (Mayne & Kulhawy, 1982) taking into 

account a hysteretic stress model (HSM) o f soil behaviour (Duncan
& Seed, 1986) Assuming a process o f cyclic loading-unloading as 
the one-dimensional overconsolidation (eh = 0), and paying attention 

to hysteretic properties o f soil (i.e both relaxation and partial ability 

to”memonze” the stress-preconsolidated state) - in the HSM, the 

stress variability oh = F(ov') is determined by following lines (Fig 3):
• Virgin Loading (L) - path K f  (segment O-A);
• Unloading (U), in dependance on decompression (AqL-):
- path K̂ r for K„c < < Kp (quasi-elastic relaxation, line A-B-C)
- path K,, (plastic relaxation acc to passive state, segment C-D),
• Reloading (R), in dependance on secondary stress range:
- path Kl0̂  , for K^c < K ^  < K, and qR < om' (reloading less than 

hysteretic-memonzed stress om (o^, AqL ), segment B-F or D-E),
- path K„c, for q* > om' (reiterated virgin loading, line E,/Fr A,)

Fig. 3. Stress paths according to the HSM model (Duncan & Seed, 1986) - 
simplified scheme elaborated by the author

2 2 Distribution o f  earth pressure at rest

Definable differentiations of the coefficients 1 ^ (1 )  and Km(2) are 

essential as regards a distribution of unit earth pressure at rest Ac
cording to the definition (2) for a homogeneous soil with K„ = const, 
one obtains the linear pressure distribution. The mentioned test 
results (Terzaghi 1934) indicate on the contrary a curvilinear one 

(Fig 2b, line 1), apparent for considerably compacted backfill 
That phenomenon has been confirmed in model wall tests earned 

out by the author. Earth pressure tests were performed with dry sand 

which was compacted in layers (aH = 10 cm), with different density 

index (ID = 0,30 -  0,85) Earth thrust was measured in three backfill 
phases (H = 40; 60, 80 cm) For the final height (H = 80 cm) gauge 

readings were noted twice: before and after compaction o f the last 
layer (one of the test results - see Fig. 4). A location of the resultant 
pressure E0 was evaluated as h„ = (0,34 -=- 0,42)H in respect to 

negligible wall displacements p0(AB,Ac) = 0 The coefficients 

T)0 = YtJH and K0 = K J 1 )  were found to be relatively increased with 

the greater density index (ID) and the smaller wall height (H).
Theoretical justification of the above regularities is presented in 

p. 3 3 Hereabout, some general remarks are summarized:
• The coefficient K„ is not a material characteristic and could not be 

evaluated in regard only to the kind and state o f soil.
• The value K„ is also essentially dependent on:
- type o f a retaining structure and technological conditions (in case 

of Kw , when earth pressure to a wall is estimated);
- origin o f soil, according to NC/OC classification (in case o f Km, 

when natural stress-state in situ is considered).
In order to avoid misinterpretation, additional explanatory indexes

have been applied to defining formulas Kow(l)  and Kon(2).
• The coefficient Kow (1) does not determine a distribution of umi 
pressure It is a comparative quantity as regards the resultant value

2 3 Earth pressure at rest fo r  backfilled walls

Theoretical distribution o f pressure at rest presented hereafter is 
based on a concept o f compaction-induced stresses (Duncan & Seed, 
1986) with some modifications, which are suggested by the author 
The scheme has been elaborated under the following assumptions
a) In all phases of backfill forming the retaining structure is ngid and 

does not yield any displacement (p„ = 0)
b) Backfilling is realized in technological-repeated cycles (layers 
a Hj = const), a homogeneous fill can be accomplished in the final 
stage (const y,4>,c=0 - for cohesionless soil being considered further
c) Friction in the interfacing wall-soil plane can be taken as negli
gible, for t v(oh, 6) = 0 lateral earth pressure transferred to the wall 
is determined by compaction-induced horizontal stresses
d) Cyclic application and removal o f surcharge q can be treated as a 
mechanical loading-unloading overconsolidation, while L-U-R stress 
states in backfill vary in accordance with the HSM model
e) For any depth 0 < z < H the total stresses are equal to the effective 

received by soil skeleton (for av=ov', oh=oh' - pore pressure u=0)

A unit earth pressure transferred to the wall at the bottom of a new- 
placed fill layer can be determined by three stress components 

°ho(Y) = e„c - lateral pressure due to overburden vertical stress 
ow = aHy (stress state after placement of a layer); 

o^ iq ) = Ah - peak pressure increment during the compaction- 
loading phase “L”being dependent on surcharge q; 

ohu(q) = Ah - stress decrease after a compacting-equipment with
drawal (relaxation in the unloading state “U”, when q-0) 

Structural grain displacements caused by compaction are mainly un
recoverable Although in the U-phase the excess lateral stress is 
subject to a partial relaxation, it is substantialy retained as the residual 
compaction-induced pressure > q,0 (y). A new lift o f fill and 

successive its compaction results for the previous layer in a lesser 
increase in reloading-induced lateral stress A^ <AhL Hence, due to 
Fig. 3 in general case one obtains three zones of earth pressure
•  Zone I (Fig. 5a,b-I)
For each particular point of a wall defined by the depth z, (i=l ,2;3...) 
one can determine the load position Xj corresponding with peak 

pressure 0h(xj)=max a ^ q ) and the accordant horizontal stress dis
tribution <J|,[Pi(Y>q,Xi),z] (the lines “1-i”). An envelope of the family 

of curves “ 1-i” is represented by the line 2. Fuji vertical destressing 

Av=A v(q) and partial lateral decompression Ah < Ah (q) are follo
wed by the surface unloading. For a„ = ovL (y,q) - 5 , = au = Vz- 
two states o f horizontal residual stress (q^) can be considered:
• Comparative state (o^  = q) - Ate, line3), when assuming 

quasi-elastic relaxation 3 hc, accordant to Eq.(4) in the full U-scope;

Test No, 28 

Dry Medium Sand

M il ?=1,70g|cm3, ID=0,80

II
3efore compaction 

of i = 8 -  laye r

1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 9  10 [ k P a ]  

h t [c m ]

Fig. 4. Earth pressure in successive backfilling stages (Rymsza, 1996)

Press, gauges 

IP G ) j=1*6 . $
Fill layers 

(Fl)i »1-5-8
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Fig 5. Computational scheme of earth pressure at rest for granular backfill 
compacted in layers: a - horizontal stress distributions in respective 
"loading-unloading-reloading” phases (lines l-f-6 explained in the paper), 
b - stress paths corresponding with earth pressure zones M il

•Quasi-passive state (o^ = e , , line 4-1), when regarding plastic 
relaxation 5 hp due to maximum possible stresses to be retained

= °hrc -  \  5 0VK, (5)

where: av = y z  - vertical stress (before and after compaction),
K, - coefficient o f residual compaction - induced pressure.

In accordance with the HSM model the coefficient K, = K,, should be 

employed (see Fig. 3). In the author’s opinion it is impossible to 

generate fully passive pressure by means o f vertical backfill com
paction1. For a rigid wall the limitation K„c < K, < has to be taken 

to determine soil-structure interaction after backfilling. If no test data 

is available, one can make the reasonable assumption K, -  1 (if c=0), 
accepting in the upper zone I a quasi-passive state o f pressure with 

residual lateral stresses being equal overburden (Rymsza, 1995) 
According to above modification the stress variations on the 

bottom of exemplary layers i=2;3 in L-U-R cycles are as follows: 
i=2 - path C-K-A-B/B '-C (diphase relaxation_Ah = Ahc + Ahp), 
i=3 - path E-L-D-E (quasi-elastic relaxation Ah = maxAhe).

The condition = e, (5) for Ahp = 0 determines the limit zone H,.
•  Zone II (Fig. 5a,b-II)
Taking e^ = e^. as the initial unit pressure, acting at the bottom level 
i=4 before placement of the i= 1 -layer - the L-U-R stress changes for 

the depth z4 are illustrated by the path E-F-P-F (Fig. 5a-II), wherein: 
E*/E-F - stress-increase change resulted from the upper layer (i= 1), 
F-P - stress increments Av4, Ah4 during R(i=4)/L(i=l) - phases, 
P-F - destressing after unloading (S v4 = Av4, S h4 = Ah4).
Direction of the path E-L is determined by the “memorized” hystere
tic stress 0,^= o^+Abp, regarding the relaxation 5 h in the last cycle 

of unloading, and the hysteresis factor P=0,6 (Duncan &Seed 1986).
Elastic impulses A ^ (q, z) caused by compaction disappear with 

the depth z, hence A4 > A™ > ... Aj = 0. In the transitive zone II 
lateral pressure increments up to the value are small enough 

being proportional to the overburden stress increase, hence

en = eimax + Y ( z - H 1) K11 (6)

where: e ^  - maximum quasi-passive unit pressure in zone I,
Kn = (ohin-eI):(avm-av,) - pressure incremental coefficient. 

Taking into account the conditions e ^ ,  =ohln and o^, =V(H, +Hn )• 
K f, one obtains the transitive zone Hn (see Fig. 5a, I=7-layer).

The assumption K, = Kp indicates a limite passive failure within the 
¿one I. It would mean that in effect of compaction this part of soil has no 
reactive ability to oppose to any external force acting towards backfill. On 
ihc contrary, soil resistance (here: the possible pressure-reaction) increases 
with backfill compaction. More complete argumentation based on test 
results was presented in the author's other paper (Rvmsza. 1995)

•  Zone III (Fig. 5a-III)
At further backfilling the overburden stresses avo, aho resulting from 

overlay z > H, + Hg (layer scheme i > 8) are bigger than the over
consolidation-memorized stresses o , , “encoded” previously. In 

zone Hra = H - (H, + Hn), a linear distribution o f NC-pressure at rest 
should be assumed (Fig. 5a,b - line 4-III, stress path L-M-N)

em = e i im a x  + Y ( z “H, -H „) K„, = y z K,,, (7)

where: ennuii=oil̂  - compaction-memorized horizontal stress,
Km=K„ - coefficient o f pressure at rest for NC-soil (3).

***

Presented hereby the zone stress changes in backfill compacted in 

layers explain “forming mechanism” of earth thrust and curvilinearity 

of pressure distribution. The increase of earth pressure resulted from 

backfill compaction can be graphically interpreted as the area a OEL 

(Fig. 5a - field bordered by the lines 4-1, II; 5).

3 DETERMINATION OF SERVICEABILITY STATE 

3.1. Algorithm assumptions

When analyzing a serviceability wall state, the force-balanced loading 

and the appropriate displacements have to be anticipated (see p. 1). 
Because of the limited length o f this paper, only a simplified case of 

lateral soil-structure interaction is presented as follows (Fig. 1):
a) The retaining wall is considered as nonyielding during backfilling 

(Ao=0), where uniform settlement has no affect lateral pressure.
b) The wall displacement scheme is determined by the following 

components (Fig. 1): sA = s„ < s^, A < A,* 0 = (sA - sB):B<0>n =0.
c) In case o f cohesionless soil and concrete unevenness at the 

foundation base, the friction coefficient f=tan<}> may be assumed
d) The wall equilibrium state is considered in respect to the replacing 

linear distribution of earth pressure
The assumed scheme of wall displacements (referring to “^ ’-hori

zontal yielding) should be checked in verifying calculations.

3 .2. Computational algorithm

Algorithm arrangement corresponds to the sequence o f design calcu
lations and it is referred to gravity retaining walls (Fig. 1, Fig. 6e). 
The computational procedure looks than as follows.
•  According to indications given in p. 3 .3 one determines the basic 

values o f earth pressure at rest, taken as comparative further:
EOI - from the backfill behind a wall (H),
Eon - from foundation fill at front face (h).

Assuming no lateral displacement po(A,0)=O and uniform settle
ment so>0 which has no influence on compaction-induced earth 

pressure, the initial at-rest state is equivalent to action o f the additio
nal supporting force X=E0l -Eon, while the mobilized friction T„=0.
•  Regarding X=0 and p=A>0, the redistributed loading state with 

E, (p)<E0l, Eu (p)>E„n and T(A)>0 will take effect.In respect to 

possible load variation, the particular limit forces are as follows: 
min E, (A) = Ea (H) - minimum backfill thrust (active pressure), 
max En (A) = Ep (h) - maximum fill reaction (passive pressure), 
max T(A) = Tf - fully mobilized friction (shear resistance, if c>0).

The values E„ Ej, can be estimated due to common formulas 

based on Coulomb’s or Rankine’s theory. With regard to p. 4. lc  the 

limit friction is assumed as Tr = EG tan(|>.
•  Taking into account that extremal forces E4, Ep, Tf may occur in 

respective strain states, the wall displacements A„ Ap, Af needed to 

develop particular limit state have to be anticipated. Regarding the 

relationship Ea £ E(p) < Ep the values pa, pp should be assumed as 
dependent on scheme of structure movement, type and state o f soil, 
and height o f the wall. For example, in Polish Standard (PN-83/B- 
03010, 1983) the relative displacements p = 0lp (<f>,H) are detailed 

in nomograms, where for noncohesive soils p, = 0,002-0,005, pp =
0,02 0,05_ In case of lateral wall yielding the comparative 

coefficients Aip (<(>,H) = O,50lp are recommended. Horizontal strains 
necessary to mobilize the ultimate friction Tr (shear resistance, if 

c>0) were estimated by the author as A^Ic/I l , B) = Af:B=0,01-0,04, 
where extremal values are related to: strong subsoil, B= lm; weak 

soils, B=3m - respectively (Rymsza, 1995).
Referring to indications presented hereby and considering p = A, 

the following parameters are treated further as determinate:
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Fig 6 Inlerpretation of computational algorithm: a - earth pressure 
decreasing, b - increase of resisting pressure, c - friction mobilization, d - 
determination of force balanced loading, e - scheme of the retaining wall

Aa = 0,5 p,H - wall yielding accordant to the active pressure E,, (H), 
Ap = 0,5 pp h - displacement mobilizing the passive pressure E_n (h), 
Ar = Ar B - lateral strain-sliding developing the limit friction Tf.
0  Considering serviceability conditions (X = 0, 0 « 0, p = A > 0 - 
Fig.6e), force vs displacement functions are determined as follows: 
Ed < E,(A) < E0l - decrease of backfill pressure (Fig. 6a),
E„n < En (A) < Ep0 - increase of fill resisting-pressure (Fig. 6b),
0 < T(A) < Tr - developing of friction at the wall base (Fig. 6c).

In accordance with Polish Standard (PN-83/B-03010, 1983) the 

functions shown above are interpreted as curvilinear (quarters o f a 

circle in isomorphic scale). Because the particular force-limit states 

develop unequally, the dependences: E, (A) - action (Fig. 6d, line 1) 
and En (A)+T(A) - summarized reaction (Fig. 6d, line 2) are 

transformed into unified linear scale. With respect to general static 

condition (force equilibrium state, when E, = E[, + T), one obtains 

the final solution (Fig. 6d, p. S) and then, the respective values:
EIS, E„s, Ts - forces in the load-balanced state,
As - lateral displacement determining the wall serviceability state.
•  Confining the graphical interpretation of the algorithm, it should 

be noted that analytical approach is possible as well.

3 .3 Verifying calculations

When analysing the computational results, a correctness of the estab
lished wall movement scheme: A>0, s a=Sb, 0=0 shall be verified.

Based on the evaluated forces E ,, E„, T, G1;2 and their locations, 
the eccentricity of a resultant force eR=M0:R and in consequence the 

vertical stress distribution s ov s ovA can be determined (Fig. 6e). 
Paying attention to intensive compensation o f edge stresses below 

foundation, which decreases differential settlements (for e„=0-^B/6, 
° va:°»b= *'h” and sA:sB=l-i-2) - the following approach is suggested:
• For e„£0,03B, regarding relatively regular stresses avA

and s a=Sb - the assumed displacement scheme may be accepted,
• For 0,03B<eR < (0,05, 0,10)B (respectively, for great/small 

subsoil compressibility), when 1,5 < ovA : s 1,9; 3,0 - more 

detailed analysis o f settlements is needed.
In the second case, for the self-wall settlement s(G ,) no effecting the 

considered loading-displacement state, the difference of edge sett
lements resulted from backfilling a s^, (E,, E„, yH, yh) and the res
pective angular rotation 0 *=a s b̂ :B should be evaluated. On relating 

the crest displacement A  ̂= H0’ to the computed yielding As , if: 
Ac s 0,25AS - computational procedure in p. 3.2 may be accepted; 
0,25AS < A^s 0,50AS - results are low-reliable (errors 15^30%), 
A* > 0,50AS - repeated calculations for altered wall shape (if 0^ =0) 
or modified scheme p(A,0)>O (if 0 ,̂ >0) should be carried out.

1. It is necessary to distinguish two coefficients o f at-rest pressure: 
Kow( 1 ) - when determining earth thrust on a rigid wall (force 
comparative parameter dependent on type of the retaining structure), 
K„„ (2) - when considering natural stress state in-situ (stress ratio 
dependent on origin o f soil as regards the NC/OC classification) 

Definitions (1), (2) are related to Coulomb’s and/or Rankine’s 
theory, wherein force state or stress state are considered respectively 

Hence, both coefficients may be applied as geotechnical parameters

2 When evaluating earth pressure for backfilled rigid walls, lateral 
compaction-induced stresses have to be analysed. Based on the HSM 

model one obtains the three-zone distribution of unit pressure in 
general case. Referring to the theoretical scheme (Fig. 5) the coeffi
cients K^, T|0 should be considered as dependent not only on fill de
nsity (ID) but also on backfilling conditions and the wall height (H):
a) For low walls backfilled with thick layers through the use of 
heavy rollers, residual compaction-induced pressure can be 
equivalent to the quasi-passive state (H=H,, KTO = 1, t |0“ 1/3).

b) For the same wall (H, ID), backfilling with thin layers by means of 
light hand-operated equipment results in a smaller earth pressure (in 

diminishing o f zone H ^ H ^ + H j, one obtains K̂ lc<Kt)W< 1, T|0> 1/3)
c) For high walls, proceeding as in case “b”, the upper zones I,II and 

corresponding additional compaction-induced pressure are relatively 

small; if q=0, a triangular pressure distribution as for NC-soils may 

be assumed (H, + H„ < Hm = H, hence = K*c, r|0 = 1/3).
With reference to the regularities pointed above two general 

remarks concerning transposition o f data should be underlined:
• In case o f  backfilled walls there is no model similarity as regards 
lateral pressure distributions as well as the coefficients K^,, r|0
• Because the distribution o f unit pressure can be linear or curvi
linear as dependent on model scale and backfilling procedure, 
literature contradictions concerning test results are in fact apparent.

3. When accurate analysis o f the wall serviceability state is required, 
loading and displacements shall be anticipated due to ground-struc- 
ture interaction. Advantages o f the algorithm (Fig. 6) are as follows:
a) All the forces are evaluated as dependent on wall displacements
b) The determined loading system is force-balanced, hence the cor
responding wall displacements may be considered as more reliable
c) In final analysis each force can be considered in relation to its limit 
value; hence, more reasonable wall shape can be found in designing

A number o f simplifications have been made in the algorithm:
- wall displacements during backfilling were neglected,
- horizontal wall yielding p=A was assumed in the relationship E(p),
- dependence o f earth pressure on displacement scheme was ignored 

Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm enables more detailed analysis 
than traditional methods based only on limit earth pressure values

4 CONCLUSIONS
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